Sunquest VUE™

Giving every patient the
best chance at good health
Modern, flexible
visualization and
reporting software that
integrates multiple views
of diagnostic information,
helping pathologists
efficiently and cohesively
determine diagnoses.
Sunquest VUE™ provides a
highly integrated analysis
and reporting workflow
for pathologists and
other clinicians aimed at
streamlining diagnosis and
saving minutes per case.
An innovative and elegant
solution, Sunquest VUE delivers
a personalized user interface
that aggregates relevant
diagnostic information from
multiple data sources. The
result is a comprehensive view
for diagnosticians.
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ENABLE COMPREHENSIVE
DIAGNOSES
• View diagnostic data from clinical,		
		 molecular, genetic and electronic 		
		 medical records in one cohesive layout
•
		
		
		

Review data, author diagnosis and
preview reports simultaneously via a
unique widescreen design or two-		
monitor mode

REDUCE TURN-AROUND TIME
• Streamline routine case activities like
		 initial review, sign-out and addendums
• Reduce time spent authoring reports
		 and switching between multiple 		
		systems
• Quickly identify case and order 		
		 status to accelerate completion
		 of cases awaiting add-on tests

OPTIMIZE PATHOLOGIST
CAPACITY

MINIMIZE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MISDIAGNOSIS

• Manage work and priorities more 		
		 efficiently with a worklist column 		
		 chooser, filters, sorts and saved lists

•
		
		
		

• Enable each user to organize 		
		 information for the way they work 		
		 with customizable analysis layout
• Increase online ordering of additional
		 tests and panels with a simple
		 drag-and-drop experience

See multi-disciplinary information 		
from multiple systems in one 		
application electronically linked
by the same patient identifier

• Eliminate case data re-entry across 		
		 systems and manual lookups
• Reduce the occurrence of case 		
		 addendums for missed concurrent 		
		 test results

FAST. FLEXIBLE. COHESIVE PATIENT VIEW.

Integrating Pathology with Sunquest VUE
Through an innovative web-based user interface, Sunquest VUE presents relevant diagnostic information
from multiple data sources (AP, CP and EMR) to simplify data correlation, analysis and interpretation.
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“With the Sunquest VUE™ system, we present our pathologists with what
they need to provide a high-quality diagnosis, as quickly and as efficiently as
possible, maximizing the use of pathologist time, which frankly is our most
expensive and scarce resource.”
-- Brian Johnson
Director of Operations and IT
Pathologists Bio-medical Laboratories (PBM)

info@sunquestinfo.com

• +1 (800) 748-0692

•

www.sunquestinfo.com

About Sunquest
Sunquest Information Systems Inc. provides diagnostic informatics solutions to more than 1,700 laboratories. Since 1979, Sunquest has helped laboratories and healthcare
organizations across the world enhance efficiency, improve patient care, and optimize financial results. Sunquest’s solutions enable world-class lab capabilities, including multisite, multi-disciplinary support for complex anatomic, molecular and genetic testing, and engagement with physicians and patients outside the hospitals at the point-of-care.
Headquartered in Tucson, AZ with offices in Boston, London, Dubai and Bangalore, Sunquest is a global leader in healthcare information technology.
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